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The problem of constructing a partition of a set of n objects which maximizes an ordinal criterion of goodness of fit between the partition and the similarity matrix is considered. Ordinal
criteria of goodness of fit are reviewed and evaluated, and thereafter a new method, "efficient partitioning", is outlined.

1. Introduction

The clustering problem considered is characterized by the following features:
* measures used to define the inter-object similarities or dissimilarities are
ordinal; one disposes of just a preordering (see Benzecri, 1965) which allows only
to decide whether the objects of a pair p are more similar than objects of a pair q,
giving no precise quantification of the similarity;

** there is no basis for forwarding hypotheses concerning the numbers of
clusters.
The paper contains an outline of the new partitioning method called efficient
partitioning, which does not require an a priori definition of the cluster number.
In fact, from the viewpoint of number of clusters, the methods can be classified
as follows:
A. methods requiring initial specification of the number of clusters
B. methods in which specification of the number of clusters is substituted for
by a choice of cluster ·homogeneity or separability thresholds
C. methods which simultaneously determine the number of classes and assignment of objects to classes.
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The paper follows the approach C. First, a unified presentation of various
classical criteria of adequacy is made and thereafter a new ordinal criterion of
adequacy of a partition to a preordering is developed. Finally, an algorithm of
enumeration of zero-rank efficient partitions is shown.

2. Approximation of a preordering by a partition
The above problem shall be transformed into another one, simpler to solve,
namely that of comparison of two total preorders defined on the same set.
_. It will be convenient to introduce now some notations.
2.1. Notations and definitions

Thus, denote by .
N : the set of objects to be classified, card N=n,
M: the set of pairs of objects from N, card M =m= 1/2n (n -1),
d: a mapping from M toN+ indicating the dissimilarity ranks for pair of objects,
P: the total preordering (preorder) defined over M by the relation
pPq~dp:::;;

dq;

p, qe M*

'

One would say that p precedes q if objects forming p are more alike than those
forming q. The ordered set of equivalence classes of the preorder P shall be denoted
by P1 <Pz < ... <Pe.
Preorder P shall be represented by its graph W P in M X M,

Wp={p, qeM x M lpPq},
i.e. WP is the set of couples (p, q) of such pairs that distance of objects forming p
is less or equal to the distance of objects forming q.
Take now any partition of N, say, P, and denote by R: the set of pairs united
within P, and by S : the set of pairs disjoint within P, with card R=r, card S=s.
Let P be the total preorder with 2 equivalence classes, R < S, created over M
by the partition P, considering that the distance between two objects of any united
pair is dR, and is smaller than ds, the distance between two objects of any disjoint
pair.
Preorder P shall be represented by its graph Wp in M x M,

Wv={(p, q) e M x M ipPq}.
Thus, comparison of a partition P with a dissimilarity measure d reduces to the
comparison of two preorders, P and P, both defined over M.

m

• see paper by Owsinski and Zadro:lny
this issue, where ordinality is limited to values of
variables, so that less information on dp vs. dq is available (ed.)
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2.2. Contingency table of the two preorders

In order to establish a basis for comparing the various association measures of
two preorders, a table cross-classifying equivalence classes of P and P can be formed:

P:

preorder
implied by
a partition

-----R
S

P: preorder implied by the

P;

dissimilarity matrix

m
where mu are cardinalities of sub-classes, and

mu = IP;nRJ, m; 2 = lP;nSJ, m;. = IP1 l, m. 1 =r, m. 2 = s,
Now consider canonical decomposition of the graph Wp of a preorder P:
into its symmetrical part: lp = {(p, q) E MxM I dp=dq}, and
its asymmetrical part: Vp={(p,q)eMxMJdp<dq}
a~ well as its part Vp, opposed to VP:
Vp={(p, q) E MxM ldp>dq}

v;,

Note that the set
complementary to Vp with regard to Mx M is equal lpU il'p.
Further, there are: Wp = VpU lp and w;= Vp.
Thus, it is clear that every couple of pairs is associated with one of the three
following categories:
Equivalent pairs:
(p, q) Elp
Concordant pairs: (p, q) E Vp
Discordant pairs: (p, q) E VP
These three categories, taken for the preorders P and P, form a cross-classification
table containing 9 entries of inter-preorder relations:
preorder

P:

op<oq op=oq op>oq

preorder dp<dq
P:

VpnVp VpnVp Vpn Vp

dp=dq

JpnVp lpnlp

dp>dq

VpnVp Vpnlp Vpn Vp
jp

Vp

'-_,-'

wp

lpn vp

Vp

Vp} Wp
lp
Vp
MxM
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The numbers of elements of particular subsets related to and defined in this
table can be calculated on the basis of previously introduced mii as follows:

MXM=m 2

IMxM!=card
l

mi.

llP I =r 2 +s 2

m7.}

lVPI = IVpl =1/2 (m 2 -r 2 -s 2 )

liP I= };
i=1
I

IVPI=Wpl =1/2 (m

2

-};
i= 1

l

IWPI = 1/2 (m 2 +I; mz.)
i=

1

IWpl = 1/2 (m 2 +r 2 +s 2 )

l

jlp nlpl=};

l

(m;1 +m;2 )

I

llp n Vp l= llpn V:rl=1/2(.2; m~ - };Cm~1 +m;2 ))

1=1

i=l

i=1

I

jVpnlPI = Wpnlpl =1/2 (r 2 +s 2 - } ; (mt 1 +m; 2 ))
1=1
I

(m11}; m;·z)

jVpn Vpi=Wpn Vpl=};

i'> i

i=l

I

jVpn Vpi=JVpn VPI =};

(m

1=1

11 } ;
I'< i

m;·z)

The numbers of pairs corresponding to individual cells of the table of canonical
decomposition of the cross-section of two preorders can also be obtained by applying
Kendall's coding, defined as follows for pairs (p, q):
1, dp<dq

apq=sign (dp-dq)=

0, dp=dq

1

-1,

for the preorder P, and, for the preorder

dp>dq

P:

1, op<oq

bpq=sign(op-oq)=

o,

op=oq

1

- 1, op>oq

Therefrom, one obtains:

'
p<q

P<q

p<q

IVpn Vpl-1 Vp n VPI =}; I; apq bpq
p<q
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A

2.3. Criteria of adequacy of a partition P and a preorder P

It is clear that ' any such criterion of adequacy should increase with JVpn Vpl,

representing the number of pairs of concordant pairs of objects· in two preorders,
and should decrease with IVpn Vpl, representing the number of discordant pairs,
i.e. the ones whose ordering in the two preorders is inverse.
The way of treatment, that is inclusion or not, of equivalent pairs is to a large
extent arbitrary, leading to construction of proad or strict criteria, respectively.
Similarly, one distinguishes the purely set-theoretic criteria from the normalized
ones, which are independent of the total number of pairs and hence the number
of objects considered.
A

2.3.1. Set theoretic criteria

A. Number of concordant pairs
Aa. in the broad sense: !Wpn WPI
Ab. in the strict sense: JVPn VPI
These criteria, proposed by Benzecri (1965) have the shortcoming of not accounting for the number of incompatible pairs. Thus, according to these criteria two
partitions having the same number of compatible pairs shall be classified equally,
.even though they may have different numbers of incompatible pairs.
B. Symmetric difference

This criterion says that adequacy shall be the better, the smaller the distance
measured by symmetric difference of the two preorders, or the bigger its complement.
Ba. in the broad sense: !MXM- WpAWPI
Bb. in the strict sense: !MXM- VpAVP I
which can also be expressed as
2

Ba. IM I - IWPI+2(1Wpn Wpl 2

Bb. IMI -JVpl+2(1 Vpn Vpl -

~

~

IWPI)

lVPI)

Some properties linking criteria A. and B. are demonstrated in the Appendix.
Since the total number of pairs and the preorder do not change, one can consider
only the terms in brackets, obtaining thereby two criteria of De la Vega:
. the broa d sense:
Bc. m

IUT
~ I 1I ~
~
1(
2
2
YY pn Wp-- WPI = IWPn Wpl - - m-+r +s)
?

2

4
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Recently, criteria of De la Vega were linearized by S. Chah (1983)* allowing application of the Linear Programming technique in determination of partitions optimal
in terms of these criteria.
Lerman (1969, 1981) proposes to normalize the De la Vega criteria, obtaining

~ JWpJ)jv JWp l

Be. in the broad sense: (1wPn Wp lBf. in the strict sense: (1wPn Vp l-

~ !VPI)/tl !VPI

Under the assumption of equal probabilities for the set of partitions of the same
type, Lerman's criteria tend towards the reduced centered normal distribution.
C. Difference of numbers of concordant and discordant pairs
·

c

~

~c

~c

c

~

·

Ca. m the broad sense: lWPn WP l+ lWPn WPl- lWPn WPl-JWpn WPJ, whtch
is equivalent to: IWPn WP l+ !VPn Vpl- lWp L1 Wp j.
Cb. in the strict sense: IVPn Vpl - IVPn Vpj.
The strict .version of the criterion has one inconvenient feature: it classifies equally
a partition P 1 with IVp 1 n VPI concordant pairs and no discordant pairs and another
partition P 2 such that !VP2n VP I- WP2n Vpi = !Vp 1 fl Vp l. The appendix contains
the proof of a simple relation between Ca. and Cb.
On the other hand, Lerman (1985), has established the following relation:

(Wp L1 Wp) L1 (Vp L1 Vp) =lp Alp
Note that the majority of criteria outlined can be written in the form of };

.2:

apq bpq

p< q

by appropriately choosing the

apq

and

bpq

coding, as shown in Exhibit 1.

2.3.2. Normalized criteria

D. Kendall's tau adjusted for the equivalent pairs

(2: 2

a~q-

p< q

2: 2

b~q)tfZ

p< q

E. Goodman and Kruskal: gamma

IVpn Vpi-IVpn VI
y= .

~

"'

IVPn Vpi+IVPn Vpl

f. Ratio of pairs CQncQrdant !n t}le strict se.o.s((
2 IVpn Vplf lMI 2
The rank correiation criterion of Spearman, which can be considered as linear
approximation of Kendall's tau, see Guilbaud (1980), shall not be given here.
*within the framework of the Marcotorchino-Michaud method (ed.).
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Exhibit 1:
Natural partition and criteria of adequacy
Preorder P

!\

23 = 56 = 89< 12 = .13 = 45 = 46 = 78=79 <24=34 = 57 = 67 <
14 = 25 = 36 = 47 = 58=69 < 35 = 26 = 68=59< 15= 16 = 48 = 49 <
27=37 < 17=28 = 39<38=29 < 18= 19
Natural (i.e. perfectly compatible) partition P 1

03

-·

2

li,
L

pl =(123) (456) (789)

12= 13 = 23 = 45 = 46 = 56=78 = 79=89< 14= 15 = 16 = 17=
= 18 = 19 = 24=25 = 26 = 27 = 28.= 29 = 34 = 35 = 36= 37 = 38 =
=39 = 47 = 48 = 49 = 57 = 58 = 59=67 = 68=69
Non-natural partition P 2

5

P 2 = .(123456) (789)

8

12= 13 = 14= 15 = 16 = 23 = 24 = 25=26 = 34 ;=:: 35 = 36 = 45 =
=46 = 56= 78=79=89< 17= 18 = 19 = 27 = 28=29 = 37=38 =
=39=47 = 48=49=57 = 58 = 59=67=68=69

9

Fig. A

Canonical decompositions

"-

1

I

i

I

I P~~ I op<Oq I op=oq.j op>oq

I

""'I

iI

I

I

I

1

243

dp<dq

33o

- --

1
o
I_ _

573

0

150

dp=dq
0
150
- -- - - - - - dp> dq

__ ,

o

330

243

243

810

243

P I

!p

1

573

i
II

~~ op<oq

i dp<dq
1

dp~d,

I dp > dq

1296

I

30
270
273
I
- - - - -- - 108
21
21
- -273
30
27Q
324

Cross-classification
of P and P 1

op=oq op>oq

648

324

57J
150·
573
1296

Cross-classification
of P and P 2

Criteria: A. Number of concordant pairs

Aa.
723

1

0

~ EJ I I
Fig. B

Ab.

0

672

1

243

0

273
Fig. C

/
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B. Complement of the symmetric difference

~

966

945

Fig. D

Be.
Bd.
Be.
Bf.

196.5
121.5
6.06
7.79

186
111
5.97
6.1 7

C. Difference of nupJ.bers of concordant and discordant pairs

ea.

Cb.
,

·636

-1

243

594

243

Fig. E

Fig. F

D. Kendall's tau b

273 -:- 30
V324- 573

= 0·564

Fig. G

E. Goodman and Kruskal: gamma
243 - 0
243+0 -

273 - 30

1.000

273 + 30

0.802

Fig. H

Values for P1 on the left side, for P2 on the right side. All the criteria, except for Ab,
allow the choice of the natural partition P1 .

~

~
L._j

Fig. I

cases positively contributing to the criterion
cases negatively contributing to the criterion
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The above three criteria can be given statistical interpretation:
D. This index given by Kendall (1948) is currently used for measuring rank
correlation in the presence of ties. Lerman (1981) shows, however, that this
statistic becomes biased when instead of total orders one compares total
preorders. ·
E. The gamma of Goodman and Kruskal (1954, 1959, 1963) gives the difference between the probability that two pairs, chosen randomly from among the
non-Nuivalent pairs will be concordant and the probability that they will be dis1-cordant. Its error is lower than that of -rb and there is always lyl>l-rbl· Moreover,
when there are no discordant pairs, y= 1, which is not the case with -rb. In this parti-cular situation corresponding partition shall be called perfectly compatible with the
preorder P since there are no united objects whose distance would be greater than
the smallest of distances of the disjoint objects, i.e. Pis perfectly compatible with P
when
max dp :( min ·aq
pER

qES

This property, corresponding to the definition of "natural partition", as adopted
by Cormack (1971), Everitt (1974), Rao (1971) and Vinod (1969), together with the
results of many simulation studies performed by Baker and Hubert (1975), and
Milligan (1981, 1983), are strong reasons for application of y as the criterion of
adequacy.
F. This measure gives an estimation of probability of obtaining two concordant
pairs through random sampling in M. The expression given may be considered as
being an extension of the criterion of Rand (1971), used frequently for measuring
similarity of two partitions. It has, however, a notably inconvenient feature
of disregarding the incompatible pairs.
Thus, as shown in Table 1, only y increases with the number of couples of concordant pairs, decreases with the number of couples of discordant pairs, is independent of the number of equivalent pairs, and attains its unique maximum for
"natural partitions". On the other hand, y assigns equal weights to couples of concordant and discordant pairs, which is quite arbitrary. Thus, one could propose
a generalisation of the gamma criterion, by assigning weights w and 1 - w, 0:( w=( 1,
.to couples of concordant and discordant pairs, respectively.
It is proposed to evaluate the adequacy of an approximating partition by a bi-criterial approach, in the line of work of Hansen and Delattre (1980), consisting
in maximisation of the number of concordant pairs subject to constraint of a certain
maximum number of discordant pairs.
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Table 1. Evaluation of six criteria of partition adequacy to approximated preorder

I~i Features

-

~

-tvpn

ber of couples of concordant pairs

1

2. Decreases with the n:m-

I

+

+

-

I
_

1

1

+

~-

1

_ _ _ 1_

1

+

+

+

I

+

+

--~'
~- --

ant pairs
3. Is independent of the
number of equivalent pairs!
in the partition
1

VPI

..

-~ ----~

ber of couples of discord-

4. Attains its maximum
value only for the perfectly compatible (,natural ") partitions

I

tVP n VP I- .

I 1. Increases with the num- 1

I

I

Cb.

Criteria

+
___

+

1

+

+

~- ~--

____

1

-

+

+

- - 1-----------.---1- -1

J

_

_

I
I

_

,

_

I _

+

1

2.4. Efficient partitions

Put a= !Vpn Vp\ and b= !Vpn Vp l .
An efficient partition of level b is a partition P; which maximizes a and has.
at most b couples of discordant pairs,

P;: a(P;)=max {a(Pd) I d::o;b}
pd

A user is the only one entitled to decide on the best compromise between, on the·
one hand, an efficient, that is perfectly compatible, partition of zero level, which
can, however, consist of a too high number of classes, and, on the other hand, an
efficient partition containing a limited number of incompatibilities as a price of
a lower number of classes.
When efficient partitions make up a hierarchy, this can provide an additional
important information, lost in case of application of any other critetion.
3. Search for efficient partitions of zero level
Now turn to determination of zero level efficient partitions. Note that P~ is
unique when P is an ordering. The general problem of determination of any b-level'
efficient partitions is an NP combinatorial problem. Two solution approaches can
be envisaged: one, based upon the principle of enumeration by branch and bound
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:method and the second- by implicit enumeration, which, however, was found
1nefficient in practicar testing of algorithms thereof by these authors.
Algorithm of determination of the partition P~.
First, assumptions and notations shall be introduced, followed by definitions
:related to the algorithm, and then the algorithm it~elf.
Suppose that pairs of objects are numbered in such a way that

Notations:

P 0 :#perfectly compatible partition,
E 0 : set of all the perfectly compatible partitions,
a (P 0 ): number of compatible pairs of P 0 , ·
P~: efficient partition of zero level.

1. Let Y: be the incidence variable*, for the partition P, of pairs p.
Thus, a partition P of X is described with the vector YP containing m elements
·defined as
l, peR
YP =
P
0, pES
DEFINITION

l

With this definition one has, for (i,j)=p, (j, k)=q and (i, k)=z:
YP=l
p

A

YP=l
q

=

Yp=l
z

i.e. expression of transitivity.
DEFINITION

2. Let Zp be the rank of pair p in the preordering P:

Zp=l{qeM·I dq<dp}l
Every rank Z gives rise to a partition G of M, G being composed of two classes:
R 11 and S11 , such that

R 9 ={p I Zp<Z} and S 9 ={p I Zp?::Z}
and the incidence variable Y 6 =
P

1. peR9
{0, peS •
9

DEFINITION 3: Let G1 and G1 + 1 be two partitions of M of consecutive ranks, and e
any subset of R9 t+, - R91 • Any partition whose R9 ue contains united pairs will
be called intermediary between G.t and G; +1·
·

The algorithm
Phase I:

Classification of pairs according to increasing distance.

• after incidence matrix of a graph (ed.).
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Phase IIa: Construction of the sequence Gl> G2 , ... , G1, ... , Gr of increasing rank
partitions of M. For every partition G 1 it is established whether this G1 is also a partition of X. If G1 is not a partition of X, then such a partition P (G;) of Xis looked for,
which would be obtained from G1 as its "transitive closure", i.e. for every couple
p and q e R 0 pairs z e S 9 are added, necessary for satisfaction of the transitivity
property.
It is determined whether P ( G1) is perfectly compatible with P.
This partition P (G1) is kept which maximizes a, the number of couples of P (V 1)
which are compat_ible with those of P.
Phase lib: An effort is made to improve the partition obtained from Phase IIa,.
by systematically exploring all the intermediary partitions between G1 and G1 +1>
in order to determine whether there exist pairs which can be united without creation of contradictions with P.
PRoPOSITION.

Th~ algorithm given above enumerates all the efficient partitions P~.

Proof. The question is to demonstrate that for a partition P (G 1) which maximizes a there are no pairs p compatible with p which would not be contained in the
partitions intermediary between G 1 and G1 + 1 .
In the Phase Ila. one obtains such partition P (G1) that:
a[P(G1)]=max {a[P(G1 ),
1

2

3

...

,a[P(Gm)]}

A union YP=l can occur only in two following ways:
A. Either as a transitive consequence of unions performed at the stage i -1.
B. Or as formation of an isolated cluster.
Exploration should be limited to Rg 1+ 1 - R91 since, given that R91 + 1 contains.
at least one zero, a union in R 91 +, entails necessarily at least one contradiction.
The set Rg i+I - Rg I contains at least one zero, for othwerise it would be possible
to increase a in Phase Ila.

Appendix:
PROPOSITION ].

p r

0 0

IMI 2 -!Vp 6. Vpi=IMI 2 -IWP 6. Wpl·

f. It is sufficient to show that Iwp 6. Wpl = IVP L1 VPI·

IVP 6. Vpi=IVPI+IVPI-2JVpn Vpl
Now, add and subtract Ill and 111:

IVp 6. Vpl =I Vpl +I Vpl- 2 IVp () VPI.:+ llpl-llpl + i1Pi-i1Pi
IVP 6. Vpi=IWPI+IWpi-21Vpn Vpi-IIPi-llPI
and, since lpn(MxM)=lp, one can write
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Furthermore, as (M x M)=(lpu VpU Vp), one has:

IVP .6 Vpi=IWPI+ IWPI-21Vpn Vpl-llpn(lpu VpU Vp) 1- llpn(Jpu Vpu Vp) l
IVP.6Vpi=IWPI+IWpi-21Vpn Vpl-llpnlpl+
-llpn Vpl- llpn Vpl- llpnlpi-IIPn Vp i- IIPn PPI
but llpn Vpl=llprl VPI and 1/Pn Vpl=llPn VP I·
Hence

IVP.6Vpi=IWPI+IWpl-2JVpn Vpl-21lpnlpi-21I) n Vpl-211pn Vpl
IVp ,6Vpi= IWPI+IWPI-2 1WPn Wpl

•

and therefore IVp .6 VPI =I WP .6 WPI

IM x MI-IVP.6VPI=IWPn Wpi+ JVpn Vpl.

PRoPOSITION 2.

Proof. IM XMI- IVP.6 Vpi=IM XMI-IVPI-lVPI+2 1VPn Vpl and, since

M XM=Wpu Vp=Wpu Vp and (M x M)nM x M)=MXM, there is=
=I(WpU Vp)rl(WpU Vp)I-IVPI-lVPI+2JVprl Vpl
By breaking down the first term, one obtains

=IWpn Wpi+JVpn Wpi+ I(Wpu J/pn Vpi- IVPI+lVPI+2 1Vpn Vpl
Because the third term equals I VPI= IVpi, these is

=IWpn Wpi+!Vpn Wpi-IVPI+JVpn Vpi+ JVpn Vpl
= IWpn Wpi+Wpn Wpi-IVP I+JVpn Vpi+JVpn Vpl
Putting together the second and the fourth term yields

= IWPn Wpi+JVpn(Wpu Vp) I-IVPI+ JVpn Vpl
Now, the second term can be reduced to IVp i= IVPI and therefore it disappears
together with the third term:

= IWpn Wp i+ JVp n V~l
PRoPOSITION 3.

c
c
IWPn Wpi+ IWPn
Wpc i- IWPn WpiIWpn WPcl =
=2 [jVp n Vp i- JVPn Vpl]+ llpn!PI·
A

A

A

A

Proof. Decompose the first term applying Wp=VpUlp and Wp=VpU!p, as
well as W~= Vp:
I(VpU/p)n (Vpu JP) I+JVpn Vpl- 1(VpUlp)n J/pi- 1(Vpulp)n VPI
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By proper decompositions one obtains:

IVPn Vpi+IVPnJPI+ Ilpn Vpl+llpnJPI+!VPn Vp l+
'
'
'
-IV;n Vpl-llpn Vpi - \Vpn Vpi-IJPn Vpi
Application of the following equalities
llpn VP I= llpn VPI ,
~

IVpn VPI = IVpn Vpi,

~

IVPn Vpi= Wpn Vpl

yields

PROPOSITION

4. (after I. C. Lerman)
(Wpt.,Wp) t.,(Vpt.,Vp)=lpt.,Jp

P r o o f. Take the term Wp ,6, Wp from the first bracket:
~
'c
c Wp)
'
Wpt.,Wp=(Wpn
Wp)u(Wpn

Now, taking into account the fact that w;= Vp and w;= Vp, one obtains:
Wpt.,Wp=(Vpn Vp)U(lpn Vp)U(Vpn Vp)u(VpnJp)

The· term Vpt., Vp from the second bracket can be represented as
Vp t., Vp=(Vpn v;>u(V;n Vp)

Analogously to the previous term, taking into account v;= VpU JP and v;= f"pU lp
yields Vp t., Vp= [Vpn (Vpu Jp)]u [(VpU!p)n Vp]
and
Vpt., Vp=(Vpn Vp)u (Vpn /p)u (Vpn Vp)u (lpn Vp)
It becomes now possible to calculate the symmetric difference of the sets contained
in the brackets :

.

(Wp t., Wp) t.,(Vp t., Vp)=(lpn Vp)U (Vpnlp)u (Vpn /p)u(Jpnlp)

The first and the fourth terms on the right hand side can be transformed together
in the following way:
(lpn Vp)u (Jpn Vp)=lpn(Vpu Vp)=lpn J;,

In the same manner, the second and the third terms of the right hand side can be
transformed as follows:
(VpnJp)U (Vpn lp)=(Vpu Vp)nlp=I;n JP

Hence

•
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Aproksymacja porz11dkowej macierzy podobienstw
przez podzial
W pracy rozwaia sif< zagadnienie zbudowania podzialu zbioru n obiekt6w tak, by maksyma..lizowac porz!!dkowij, miarf< jakosci dopasowania tego podzialu do niacierzy podobieiistw obiekt6w.
Po dokonaniu przegl!!du porZij,dkowych kryteri6w jakosci dopasowania zaproponowano nOWll
metodtt aproksymacji opart::t na tzw. "podzialach efektywnych".

AnpOKCHMa~KH pal~C~OM ROpH~KOBOH Marp~LI CXO~CTB

B pa60Te paCCMaTpHBaeTOI 3a.n;a'ia CKOHCTpyHpOBalilill pa3.n;eJia COBOK)'llHOCTH n o6:&eKTOlJ
TaKHM o6pa30M, 'iT06bi MaKCHMII3HpOBaTh IIOpJI.D;KOBYIO Mepy Ka'!eCTBa no.n;6opa JTOfO pa3.D;CJia
K MaTp~e CXO.D;CTBa 06:&CKTOB. IloC.lie nepeCMOrpa llOpli.D;KOBbiX KpHTCpHeB Ka'!eCTBa no.n;6opa.
Hpep;JIO:lKCHO HOBbrH MCTO.D; anpOKCHMaii,Iill 6a3HpyiOlll,HH Ha TaK Ha3biBaCMhiX ,31}JCKT.II.BHLIX
pa3.n;enax' '.

